Abstract. In educational settings, current digital technologies often work counter-productive because people using them experience separation and isolation. This paper describes a set of multi-touch multimedia interaction applications that especially were designed to enhance co-located collaboration between users. We present the underlying framework for creating such applications. Our applications were created for supporting typical collaborative tasks performed by secondary students. We present our findings on the usage of these applications by these users in the settings of a secondary school classroom.
Introduction
Collaboration in educational settings can be supported by a variety of digital technologies offering opportunities to connect learners and teachers in shared spaces for creating and developing work. Examples of technologies that can enhance collaboration are, amongst others, wikis, blogs, learning management systems, file sharing applications or online collaboration workspaces. The domain of 'Computer Supported Collaborative Learning' (CSCL) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ] conceptualizes collaboration as a process of shared meaning construction; i.e. through processes of interaction, meaning is achieved. The focus is on learning through collaboration with other learners rather than directly from a teacher. Furthermore, it is stressed that in this process of collaboration, learners learn by expressing their questions, pursuing lines of inquiry together, teaching each other and seeing how others are learning. Therefore the role of technology is to support collaboration by providing media of communication and scaffolding for productive interaction between learners. In this article we present a multi-touch multimedia interaction framework, whose applications were designed to enhance collocated, real-time collaboration between learners. The design and development of our multi-touch applications was based on the scenario of a school assignment where the class performs research on a specific topic in small groups. Later, their findings are presented to each other in front of the class. Both the research as the presenting activity is performed on a multi-touch surface. The main contribution of this paper is to elaborate on the acceptance of a multi-touch setup inside of a secondary school classroom, showing how this can be used as a tool that facilitates collaboration among students.
Software Architecture for Multi-Touch

Basic Architecture
Our basic architecture has been designed based on previous experiences in developing multi-touch applications. The initial software framework, Eunomia [7] , was developed for interaction with multimedia objects on multi-touch surfaces. This framework was written in C++which meant that adding new elements to the graphical interfaces built on top of Eunomia required a profound knowledge of both the framework and C++. Based on this experience, we created an alternative software framework, MuTable, that is both simplified with respect to programming new behavior and more accessible for designers to add user interface designs. This section provides an overview of the architecture of the software framework, decomposed in functional components. We use the term software framework for a layered set of components that can be used to build multi-touch applications Input Layer: There is a wide diversity of multi-touch hardware available on the market which is still evolving at a fast pace. This implies we need an input layer that can collect touch points regardless of the hardware it is running on. We provide an input layer component that uses a client-server setup in which the hardware acts as the server sending out touch points, and the multi-touch application acts as a client receiving these touch points. The way the server works is dependent on the hardware, but we provide a set of generic implementations so the server can run on Windows 7 and use its multi-touch capabilities or at any TUIO compliant system [8] . There is a fixed protocol that is used between the client and the server, so clients know what to expect and can process this input. Core Handler: Our Framework uses the Windows Presentation Foundation libraries which belong to the .Net framework. The Core Handler of this framework is the main entry for MuTable applications. It receives the touch-events raised from the Input Layer and passes them to the touch point controller. Touch-Point Controller: Gestures that occur over a multi-touch screen are context dependent. The simple gesture of moving two touch-points away from each other could be translated into enlarging an object, or moving to objects away from each other. The Touch-Point Controller is in charge to identify the context of each touchevent and assigns it to the correct multi-touch widget. Multi-Touch Widget Container: All displayed widgets are contained in the multitouch widget container. It allows adding new widgets and deleting old ones, and serves as the top-level container. Multi-Touch Widgets: Are all components in the screen which can be manipulated by users through touch-events. They all derive from our MultiTouchObject abstract class. Multi-touch widgets are responsible for interpreting the multi-touch gestures they can be controlled with. This makes it easier to add new widgets that might work radically different. This choice has proven to be very useful for experimenting with prototypes to find the most appropriate way of interaction. Multi-touch widgets can be composed from other multi-touch widgets. This hierarchical approach allows combining several existing widgets to obtain more complex widgets. An example is a multi-touch virtual keyboard, this keyboard consist of one container and buttons that by themselves are again multi-touch widgets. 
Common User Interactions
Multi-touch surfaces offer a different type of interaction with respect to traditional mouse-keyboard interaction. They open the possibilities for new types of interaction techniques, but also present some issues that require to be tackled [9, 10] We created some common multi-touch interactions techniques for collaborative applications that were kept simple intentionally. Four basic interaction techniques are listed here: Whole widget manipulation: For the case of composed multi-touch widgets, it is important to know if the user wants to interact with a specific component of the Widget (button, item on a list, slider, etc) or if the user wants to interact with the widget as a whole. In order to differentiate that, as written in [10] we also use handles. Through the handles it is possible to manipulate the widget as a whole by using some common gestures that have begun to emerge for multi-touch devices [11] . Drag and Drop: Composed widgets usually contain items that can be dragged out of them and be placed somewhere else. This action is done by pressing the drag able object with two contact points (fingers) and moving one or both of them to the place where the object should be dropped Flip Pages: Book widgets are represented visually as open books. Navigating through its pages is done by pressing the widget with three fingers. Two fingers stay still and the third one moves to the left to see the next to pages or to the right to see the previous ones. Crop: It is possible to copy extracts of media files. To get these fragments, the user touches the media object with four fingers. A rectangle appears in the screen giving the user a visual feedback showing the area to be cropped. The user can change this area by moving the touch-points, and by releasing them an image copy of the selected region is created. 
From Prototype to Deployment
Our applications were the result of a close collaboration between interaction designers and software developers. First, interaction designers created several low fidelity mock-ups that were iteratively tested. Afterwards, high fidelity visualizations were created based on the feedback of the low fidelity end-user tests. In a constant feedback loop, both interaction designers and developers interacted with each other on the progress made in the development and design process. Before software development started, several cardboard mockups of the crucial lowlevel interface elements were created. Using tangible materials to create a "natural user interface" helped the team to make the link between how objects were manipulated in real life and how they could be transposed to the digital realm. In a second phase of low-fidelity prototyping, a tabletop prototype allowed the design team to focus on high-level user interaction: to observe how groups of users interact with each other, with the material available, and with the surface they work on in a controlled environment. This second prototype involved a physical table at which test users were asked to collaborate. They were asked to create a presentation on a given subject, using physical materials such as an analogue typewriter, material to paste, to draw, etc. The results from the second prototyping phase allowed the interaction designers to integrate the lower-level interface elements of the first phase into a larger application structure in an optimal way. In the last phase, the lessons learned during the low fidelity tests were transferred to high-fidelity visualizations. The challenge here was matching the ideas and designs of the interaction designers (resulting from the low-fidelity tests) to a feasible technical implementation. Our framework made it straightforward to integrate the high fidelity visualizations (designs created in Adobe Illustrator) into the applications being developed: the Illustrator files were exported to XAML files using Microsoft Expression Blend, which were immediately usable in the final applications.
Application Support for Educational Tasks
The Collaborative Workspace
In a collaborative workspace it is important to recognize the users and let them work on individual tasks as well as on mutual ones. Platforms like the DiamondTouch are able to detect a limited amount of users [12] ; still most of the multi-touch hardware technologies nowadays identify many touch-points, but not the users associated with these. We dealt with this issue by assigning each user with a delimited space on the touch-screen where he/she is allowed to work on his/her individual tasks: an individual workspace. It is, however, not possible to predict exactly how many users will be using the touch-screen at the same time. Considering the size of the table, the number of users could vary between one and four. Furthermore, size, shape and location of the workspace are intricate issues: numerous experiments have already considered this issue of work spaces, territoriality, and 'ownership' of digital artifacts [13, 14, 15, 16] . The Mutable platform presents a workspace by a small circle on the screen, a 'central ball'. Once this central ball is touched, the options available to the user appear round the circle (which amounts to an implementation of sorts of a pie menu [17] ). When selecting one of these options, the relevant application opens, connected to the central ball with a line. Users can always relocate and resize each of the applications that were opened from their workspace. In addition, the central balls themselves can also be moved around on the touch-table New workspaces can be created by touching dedicated buttons on the sides of the multi-touch screen. This location allows all users to create a new workspace, without having to reach too far. At first, another strategy was implemented: touching the screen border in any place opened a new work space -no matter where users are located around the multi-touch table, they are always close to an edge. However, this strategy ran into some issues: a lot of unintended workspaces were created, as people tend to rest their non-dominant hand (or elbows, if the table is placed at the appropriate height [18] ) on the edge of the touch surface -even when the table has a framing that is not touch-sensitive.
'Ownership' of workspaces is not strictly organized by the Mutable platform: users can work alone on their own workspaces and applications, or they can share one workspace among several users.
Functionality Overview
The functionality consists of a number of separate, dedicated applications. In general, the applications can be divided in three functional groups: (i) searching and browsing content, (ii) composing and creating content (the main focus of the Mutable framework), and (iii) presenting content. An instance of all applications is available for each personal workspace; all users can collaborate using a common workspace, or each one of them can use their private one. Content can be moved from one workspace to another without restrictions, making for a very flexible framework. (i) Searching for content. This application contains two views. The first one shows a list with thumbnails of the media files that are available. And the second one contains a virtual keyboard that can be used to type for keywords in order to search for specific content and narrow down the information displayed (ii) Composing and creating content. The content of this application is threefold; it contains widgets to create text, free hand paintings and presentations. The widget used to create text simulates an old typewriter. It contains a virtual keyboard and a list of textboxes. With it, users can create separate 'snippets' of text that can be dragged and dropped in other documents. The free-hand painting widget contains an area that accepts user's paint strokes: they can select a color, start painting and later drag their creation and drop it into another document. The presentation widget allows students to create slides and arrange them for a presentation. It contains a list showing the thumbnail of the slides inside the presentation. Users can create, edit or delete slides. Slide layouts can be selected from a limited number of templates. After selecting a template, users can start dragging and dropping content into the slide. 
In-Situ Evaluation
The location for the education test was at the Leonardo Lyceum in Antwerp, Belgium. Within the education context of the project, this secondary school was able to provide a 2nd form class and a classroom. The school has an advanced ICT infrastructure. For every two students there is one computer available. The school has four ICT classrooms, each equipped with 13 computers and a smart board. The multi-touch setup was positioned in the middle of the ICT classroom, also known as the open learning center. With an extra beamer connected to the multi-touch setup, other students were able to see the activities performed on the setup. The students got an assignment to make a presentation about Leonardo Da Vinci. After a brief introduction of the setup we provided including the applications and interaction, three students made the assignment. The other students created a presentation, two by two, on normal computers using standard web search. After one hour these students were invited to accompany the first three students and continue the assignment. At this moment the students introduced already working with the multi-touch setup transferred their knowledge on the system to the other three. The students had two hours to complete the Da Vinci presentation. The third hour was used as an epilogue to discuss and compare the multi-touch setup versus the computer. A brief explanation of the main operations and possibilities were sufficient for the three students to start the assignment. They had no additional help during the creation and instructed the other students easily at using the table. In particular, the peer-topeer learning and collaborative working skills were frequently addressed during this test. When asked for comparing collaboration using computers versus a shared multitouch surface, the students primarily noted that when using a mouse one person controls the whole collaboration while the multi-touch setup did not impose such leadership. Note the tasks at hand (research, creation and presentation) are well suited for collaboration, but traditional tools fail to exploit these . Fig. 3 . Students working on the multi-touch setup.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented our multi-user multi-touch setups for together learning in an educational setting. We started with creating an underlying framework that supports the design of collaborative multi-touch applications. Our focus was on the collaborative aspect, where multiple users should be able to use the applications simultaneously. To validate and evaluate our framework, a set of applications were designed and developed for secondary school students. Three typical collaborative tasks were selected: searching for information, composing this information in a presentable format and presenting this information to others. The valuation showed collaboration, and thus together learning, were improved using a large multi-touch surface accompanied with applications that were designed for collaboration. Concerning functionality offered, the students asked for more personalization features of the interface, also a clear 'undo' function was missing. The test at the Leonardo Lyceum showed the MuTable and its interface to be a valuable and well deployable new media technology for the educational context.
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